
BOX 12  (Galleys and manuscripts, VNG 6: 3-4 and 7: 1-2, with related 
correspondence) 

 
Adin, Marc B.  [Manuscript essay "Vietnam involvement and Vietnamization: an odyssey 

of deceit" (39 leaves, Fall 1986); Page proofs for the article with the author's 
manuscript emendations (17 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 7:1-2]] 

Allen, Paul.  [Page proofs for poem "Selma, Alabama" (2 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 6:3-4]] 
Anderson, D. C.  (Kirtland, WA)  [Three letters (TLS June 1-6, 1994) concerning 

permission to publish poem "She was young and very serious" and transmitting 
two manuscript poems: "San Francisco State College, November 22, 1963," and 
"The day was Annamese green"; Brief biography (1 leaf); Manuscript collection 
of poems Qui Nhon quartet (5 leaves, n.d.); Letter (TLS Apr 6, 1995) granting 
permission to publish "The day was Annamese green" with page proofs with the 
author's manuscript emendations attached (2 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 6:3-4]] 

Arnette, Ben.  (Graduate student?, George Mason Univ., Fairfax, VA)  [Letter (ALS, 
n.d.) transmitting manuscript essay "Pac man, patriots and the high-tech post 
baby-boom PMC" (copy 1, 11 leaves, n.d.; copy 2, ca. 40 leaves, n.d.); Page 
proofs of the essay (40 leaves, n.d.) with manuscript notes by Kali Tal; Letter 
(TLS, n.d.) with additions and changes by the author [VNG 6:3-4]] 

Barnes, Jane.  (Bloomington, IL)  [Letter (TLS June 2, 1994) concerning possible 
publication of a chapter ("Strike!") from her manuscript novel Academy of 
passion (14 leaves, n.d.) [not published]] 

Bausch, Victor H.  (Marina, CA)  [Letter (TLS July 5, 1994) transmitting manuscript 
poems: "White mice," "Dust-off," "Vietnam," and "The boot" (9 leaves, n.d.) 
[VNG 7:1-2]] 

Birkner, Michael.  (Assoc. Prof., Dept. of History, Gettysburg College)  [Letter (TLS Dec 
13, 1994) transmitting manuscript of paper delivered at the Sixties Generation 
Conference, Nov. 4, 1994: "The critic and the zeitgeist: Alfred Kazin's sixties" (9 
leaves, Nov. 4, 1994); Letter (TLS Mar 21, 1995) with letter from Alfred Kazin 
granting permission to quote from his journals; Letter (TLS Mar 29, 1995) 
transmitting corrected galley proofs of his article (6 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 7:1-2]] 

Bond, Julian  (see under Viet Nam Generation graphics) 
Brush, Peter.  (Plattsburgh, NY?)  [Letter (ALS Apr 27, 1995?) transmitting corrected 

page proofs for his essay "The helicopter road to Vietnam (9 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 
6:3-4] and a manuscript essay "The Vietnamese Marine Corps (22 leaves, n.d.)] 

Bray, Carolyn.  (Providence, RI)  [Letter (TLS Apr 9, 1994) responding to K. Tal's 
comments on three poems submitted earlier and transmitting photocopies of two 
of her articles: "Soldiers of passion: the other Vietnam legacy" (regarding the 
Presidio 27, 6 leaves, 1988); and "One Providence based Cambodian makes a 
world of difference" Peace talks (Dec 1991?), p. 2,5 ] 

Buyer, Laurie Wagner.  (Fairplay, CO)  [Letter (ALS May 25, 1994) thanks for using her 
poems [VNG 6:1-2] and transmitting additional manuscript poems: "Dark spirit" 
(1 leaf, c1994), "The leaving" (2 leaves, c1978), and "Dovetailing" (1 leaf, 
c1981); Letter (TLS Oct 21, 1994) subscribing to VNG and transmitting 
manuscript poem "Healing" (1 leaf, c1993); Letter (TLS Mar 25, 1995) 



transmitting corrected page proofs for four poems [VNG 7:1-2] and two 
photocopies of newspaper articles by and about her] 

Callaghan, David.  (Astoria, NY)  [Letter (TLS Sept 21, 1994) transmitting manuscript 
essay "Whose Vietnam?: the representation of the Vietnamese in Oliver Stone's 
'Heaven and earth'" (10 leaves, n.d.); Letter (TLS Oct 12, 1994) thanks for 
agreeing to publish essay [VNG 7:1-2] and enclosing a computer disc (not 
present)] 

Carlson, R. S. (Ralph S.).  (Azusa Pacific Univ., Azusa, CA)  [Letter (TLS Mar 7, 1995) 
transmitting corrected page proofs for poems "The survival of Captain Green," 
and "Easter Sunday, 1971" (4 leaves, n.d.); Six manuscript poems including the 
two above, "D.I. (1968)," "Halflives," "Belli generis" and "Hue: four glimpses of 
the inner city" (12 leaves, n.d.)] 

Catanzariti, Carol.  (Honolulu, HI)  [Letter (TLS May 25, 1994) with brief biography; 
Manuscrip poem "Walking through rice fields" (1 leaf, c1993) and page proof 
with manuscript emendations (1 leaf, n.d. [VNG 6:3-4]] 

Christie, N. Bradley.  (Assoc. Prof. of English, Erskine College, Due West, SC)  
[Manuscript essay "A new section, and a call for input" (8 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 6:3-
4] 

Christopher, Renny.  (Literature Board, Univ. of California, Santa Cruz)  [Two page 
proofs of articles "The surreal journeys away from war of Wolgang Borchert and 
Tim O'Brien" (13 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 6:3-4] and "Images of the Vietnamese in 
American film: the Mafia and the super-capitalists" (6 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 7:1-2] 
with manuscript emendations] 

Coleman, Horace.  (Huntington Beach, CA)  [Manuscript essay "Bring your linch!" (13 
leaves, July 29, 1984); Letter (TLS Apr 29, 1995) transmitting corrected page 
proofs of the essay (16 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 6:3-4] and two manuscript poems: 
"The bomb in Oklahoma," and "A Rembrandt of a bomb: Oklahoma City, 19 
April 95" (2 leaves)] 

Colhoun, Jack.  (Washington, DC)  [Letter (TLS Oct 27, 1993) transmitting manuscript 
conference paper from the Sixties Generation Conference, March, 1993, "The role 
of American exiles in the Vietnam-era antiwar movement" (19 leaves, n.d.); 
Letter (ALS Nov 17, 1993) transmitting manuscript essay "Richard Nixon's 
October surprise of 1968" (12 leaves, n.d.) [neither published]] 

Conley, Claudia.  (Albuquerque, NM)  [Letter (TLS Apr 12, 1994) transmitting 
manuscript poem "PTSD" {1 leaf, n.d.); Letter (TLS June 1, 1994) thanks for 
accepting "PTSD"; Letter (TLS June 11, 1994) transmitting page proof (1 leaf, 
n.d.) [VNG 7:1-2]] 

Connellan, Leo.  (Hanover, CT)  [Manuscript poem "Wet Fourth of July fire cracker" (3 
leaves, n.d.); Letter (ALS Mar 22, 1995) granting permission to publish and 
transmitting emended page proofs (2 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 6:3-4]] 

Connolly, Sean.  (Baltimore, MD)  [Letter (TLS Jan 11, 1995) transmitting an excerpt 
"Spelling execution" from his manuscript novel Fragments from a pornographic 
city (22 leaves, n.d.); Letter (ALS Apr 14, 1995) transmitting corrected page 
proofs of his story (11 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 7:1-2]] 

Croucher, Jack.  (Denver, CO)  [Letter (TLS Oct 17, 1994) describing his memoir of his 
year as a military judge in Vietnam; Letter (TLS Mar 30, 1995) discussing "Riot 



at the LBJ," one of thirty nine chapters of his manuscript memoir (title not given 
here but published as Vietnam stories: a judge's memoir, Nowot : Univ. Press of 
Colorado, 1997)); Table of contents (2 leaves, 2 copies) and manuscript chapters 
"Riot at the LBJ," "Rape and murder at the Americal," "Mississippi lawyer," and 
"Defiant child"; Letter (TLS Apr 12, 1995) transmitting additions and changes to 
"Riot at the LBJ" (18 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 7:1-2]] 

Davis, Cortney.  (Redding CT)  [Letter (TLS May 20, 1994) transmitting manuscript 
poem "Flashbak" (2 leaves, n.d.); Letter (TLS Mar 22, 1995) thanks for accepting 
poem and transmitting page proof (1 leaf, n.d.) [VNG 7:1-2]] 

Dickinson, Stephane.  (New York, NY)  [Four manuscript poems: "No longer, not me," 
"Soing," "It's Vietnam, Daddylonglegs," "Dubeck, 1st Infantry;" and one 
manuscript story "Fat man" (5 leaves, n.d.); Letter (TLS Apr 25, 1995 from Kali 
Tal) transmitting page proofs of four items for review; Letter (TLS Apr 28, 1995) 
returning page proofs with permission to print (4 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 7:1-2]] 

Duffy, Dan  (see under Proschau, Frank) 
Erben, David.  [Email (Aug 15, 1994) with untitled essay on Dr. Strangelove (3 leaves); 

Email (Jan 11, 1995) with text of poem "Let us consider the funeral urn" (1 leaf); 
Email (Jan 11, 1995) with text of "A very grim prose poem" (1 leaf)] 

Farrell, Alan.  (Dept. of Modern Languages, Hampden-Sydney College, VA)  [Postcard 
(Mar 27, 1995) transmitting manuscript prose poems "Blaming of parts," "Firs'arn 
say he's gonna butt fuck me with the bore brush to the .50 cal: a love song" (6 
leaves, n.d.); Page proofs of the poems with the author's manuscript emendations 
(4 leaves, n.d.); Copy of book review of Achilles in Vietnam from Vietnews 3/1 
(Oct 1994)  (4 leaves) [VNG 6:3-4]; Postcard (Feb 7, 1995) transmitting 
manuscript conference paper read at PCA in Las Vegas "Sky front: Viet Nam 
takes to the air" (2 versions, 8 and 10 leaves respectively) [VNG 6:3-4]; 
Manuscript essay "Thoughts on the Zouave Bridge (9 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 7:1-2]] 

Feifs, Helmuts A.  (Univ. of North Carolina?)  [Six printouts from the Viet Nam War 
Discussion List (May-Aug 1994) containing prose poems; Collection of 
manuscript prose poems, some of which duplicate the prinouts (ca. 25 leaves, 
n.d.)] 

Fertel, Randy J.  (Fertel Communications, New Orleans, LA)  [Letter (TLS rec'd June 8, 
1994) transmitting manuscript essay "Basil T. Paquet's Vietnam War poetry and 
the American fascination with technology" (2 copies, 18 leaves and 21 leaves 
respectively, n.d.) [VNG 6:3-4]] 

Fogarty, Mark.  (Lyndhurst, NJ)  [Letter (TLS Oct 30, 1993) thanks for the comments on 
his poem "The Vietnam Veterans' Memorial"  (6 leaves, n.d.) with an explanation 
of parts of it; Letter (ALS June 30, 1994) ordering a copy of VNG and inquiring 
on status of poem; Page proofs of the poem (4 leaves, n.d.) with author's 
emendations [VNG 6:3-4]; Letter (ALS Mar 25, 1995) ordering another issue of 
VNG, awaiting publication of his poem, has had another work published 
elsewhere] 

Franklin, H. Bruce.  (Montclair, NJ)  [Manuscript essay "Introducing W.D. Ehrhart's 
Busted: a Vietnam veteran in Nixon's America"  (19 leaves, n.d.)] 

Friedland, Michael B.  (Adjunct Asst. Prof. of History, Boston College; later Program 
Officer, The National Faculty, Southern Region, New Orleans, LA)  [Letter (TLS 



Dec 19, 1994) transmitting revised manuscript paper "New, newer, newest: the 
transformation of Richard Nixon in the popular media, 1962-1968" originally 
presented at the Sixties Generation conference on Nov 4, 1994 (20 leaves, n.d.); 
Letter (TLS Mar 17, 1995) transmitting corrected page proofs of paper (16 leaves, 
n.d.) [VNG 7:1-2]] 

Fuchs, Cynthia J. (Cindy).  (George Mason Univ., Fairfax, VA)  [Corrected page proofs 
for article "'Man-made weather': media, murder, and the future in Natural born 
killers" (15 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 6:3-4]] 

Galbraith, Judy.  (Scottsdale, AZ)  [Letter (TLS Mar 10, 1994) transmitting mansucript 
poem "A medic's return to Hill 97, Vietnam" (2 leaves, n.d.) and ordering sample 
issue of VNG; Corrected page proofs of the poem (2 leaves, n.d.) [never 
published?]] 

Goldfine, John.  (Belfast, ME)  [Manuscript short story "Red delicious" (8 leaves, 
c1993); Letter (TLS Apr 25, 1995 from Kali Tal with author's manuscript reply at 
bottom) transmitting page proofs (5 leaves, n.d.) with author's emendations [VNG 
6:3-4]] 

Goldman, Irene.  (Assoc. Prof., Dept. of English, Ball State Univ., Muncie, IN)  [Letter 
(TLS Jan 10, 1995) transmitting manuscript conference paper "Yesterday I swam 
at China Beach" (2 copies, n.d., 14 leaves and 13 leaves respectively); Letter 
(TLS May 17, 1995) transmitting corrected page proofs of her article (6 leaves, 
n.d.); Email (May 18, 1995) concerning a typo she missed in her first reading of 
the proofs [VNG 6:3-4]] 

Gotera, Vicente F. (Vince).  (English Dept., Humbolt State Univ., Arcata, CA)  
[Manuscript book review of The perimeter of light: short fiction and other 
writings about the Vietnam war with the author's emendations (5 leaves, n.d.) [not 
published?]] 

Gribble, Thomas A.  (Spokane, WA)  [Letter (TLS May 19, 1994) transmitting six 
manuscript poems: "Friends despite the evening news," "Hollywood civic film," 
"Tattoos and other historical facts from little known fictional stories," "Rainy 
season," "Labor Day in River Front Park with a Vietnam Memorial and twenty 
thousand lookers," and "This story is based on a true dream, facts are presented as 
they occurred" (9 leaves, n.d.); Letter (TLS Oct 25, 1994) found glaring errors in 
six poems submitted for consideration and is withdrawing them; Letter (TLS Mar 
26, 1995) transmitting page proofs of three poems (2 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 6:3-4]] 

Gross, Steven S.  (Downey, CA)  [Letter (TLS Oct 24, 1994) transmitting manuscript 
short story "Shakespeare in the sands" (16 leaves, n.d.); Corrected page proofs of 
the story (8 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 6:3-4]] 

Hogan, J. B.  (Tucson, AZ)  [Letter (TLS Dec 20, 1994) transmitting two manuscript 
short stories "A loud hum" and "December 1967" and a poem "Nicaragua" (10 
leaves, n.d.); Letter (ALS Mar 28, 1995) transmitting corrected page proofs for 
"December 1967" (3 leaves, n.d.) [not published?]] 

Howe, Alvah K.  (South Shore Poets, Whitman, MA)  [Letter (TLS Apr 18, 1994) 
transmitting five manuscript poems [only four present]: "Document specialist," 
"The desire for fish," "Stone men," "Officer's wives" (6 leaves, n.d.); Letter (TLS 
June 23, 1994) thanks for accepting poems; Letter (TLS Apr 20, 1995) 



transmitting corrected page proofs of five poems (including "Equation of guilt") 
(5 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 6:3-4]] 

Janko, Jim.  (San Francisco, CA)  [Letter (TLS May 27, 1994) transmitting revised 
ending for short story "My son" (2 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 7:1-2]] 

Jason, Philip K.  (Potomac, MD)  [Letter (ALS, n.d.) transmitting manuscript essay 
"Becoming the other" (9 leaves, n.d.); Corrected page proofs (5 leaves, n.d.) 
[VNG 6:3-4]] 

Kelsey, Ann.  (Community College of Morris, Randolph, NJ)  [Corrected page proofs of 
essay "Back to the past: impressions of Viet Nam and Cuba, 1994" 16 leaves, 
n.d.) [VNG 7:1-2]] 

Kettner, M.  (Seattle, WA)  [Letter (ALS Feb 28, 1994) transmitting a chapter ("The 
hitchhikers graveyard") from his manuscript novel The face in the window (9 
leaves, c1993); Letter (TLS June 10, 1994) thanks for accepting his story, with 
biographical background of his life as an Army deserter in Canada from 1969-77; 
Letter (ALS Aug 15, 1994) transmitting revised version of story (8 leaves, n.d.) 
[not published?]] 

King, April  (Glendale, OR)  [Letter (TLS May 20, 1994) transmitting manuscript 
memoir/essay "Wishing the lightning" (11 leaves, c1993)  [VNG 7:1-2]] 

Koho, Dennis.  [Manuscript memoir of Bill Koho "Loss of innocence: loss of life" (19 
leaves, n.d.) [not published?]] 

Laskowski, Tymoteusz.  (Missoula, MT)  [Letter (TLS Dec 17, 1993) transmitting 
manuscript short story "Peacetime" exploring the effect of the war on the children 
of soldiers who served (21 leaves, n.d.); Letter (TLS June 30, 1994) granting 
permission to publish; Letter (TLS Dec 10, 1994) inquiring on publication date 
for story; Letter (TLS May 1, 1995) transmitting corrected page proofs (12 leaves, 
n.d.) [VNG 7:1-2]] 

Lee, Pete.  (Ridgecrest, CA)  [Letter (TLS Nov 13, 1993) transmitting twelve manuscript 
poems (12 leaves, n.d.); Letter (ALS Feb 3, 1994) thanks for accepting poems, 
with biographical information [VNG 6:1-2]] 

Lembcke, Jerry Lee.  (Dept. of Sociology, Holy Cross College, Worcester, MA)  
[Manuscript essay "The myth of the spat-upon Vietnam veteran and the rhetorical 
construction of soldiers as means and ends in the Persian Gulf War" (42 leaves, 
n.d.); Page proofs of the article with the author's manuscrip emendations (23 
leaves, n.d.) [VNG 6:3-4]] 

Levy, Peter B.  (Assoc. Prof. of History, York College, York, PA)  [Letter (TLS Dec 22, 
1994) transmitting manuscript conference paper "Civil war on Race Street: 
Cambridge, Maryland during the 1960s" presented at the Sixties Generation 
Conference, Nov. 1994 (45 leaves, 1994); Letter (TLS Apr 12, 1995) transmitting 
corrected page proofs of his article (24 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 6:3-4]] 

Linh, Dinh.  (Philadelphia, PA)  [Letter (TLS Nov 12, 1994) transmitting manuscript 
book review of Poems from captured documents selected and translated by Thanh 
T. Nguyen and Bruce Weigl (3 leaves, n.d.) [not published?]] 

Lynch, James F. (Jim).  [Photocopy of email (Dec 16, 1994) transmitting the text of an 
essay "Commuter war: it's a jungle out there" (8 leaves); Page proofs with the 
author's manuscript emendations of an article based on the email titled "Jim 
Lynch on convoy operations in Viet Nam" (9 leaves) [VNG 7:1-2]] 



Lynskey, Edward C.  (Warrenton, VA)  [Two manuscript poems: "Taps for Dickey 
Chapelle, friend of U.S.M.C.," and "The yardbird's mandolin" (2 leaves, n.d.); 
Page proofs of the poems (1 leaf, Mar 23, 1995) [VNG 6:3-4]] 

Lyons, Paul.  (Stockton State College, Pomona, NJ)  [Manuscript essay "The great silent 
majority baby boomers: class of '66 in a South Jersey town" (14 leaves, Mar 17, 
1989 draft); Letter (TLS Dec 11, 1993) with manuscript essay  "Clinton, Vietnam 
and the sixties" (13 leaves, Dec 1, 1993) [VNG 7:1-2]; Letter (TLS Feb 8, 1995) 
transmitting manuscript conference paper "New left, new right, new world" (25 
leaves, n.d.); Page proofs of the article (14 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 6:3-4]] 

Mariscal, George.  (Dept. of Literature, Univ. of California, San Diego)  [Page proofs of 
article "'Chale con la draft': Chicana/o anti-war writings" with the author's 
manuscript emendations (8 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 6:3-4]] 

McGavran, Frederick J.  (Cincinnati, OH)  [Letter (TLS Dec 20, 1994) transmitting 
manuscript short story "An informal inspection" (20 leaves, n.d.); Letter (TLS 
Mar 26, 1995) thanks for accepting story, describes other writing, and transmits 
corrected page proofs (9 leaves, n.d.) with manuscript emendations [VNG 7:1-2]] 

Medlinsky, Dave.  (Oakland, CA)  [Letter (TLS Jan 4, 1995) transmitting three 
manuscrip poems: "San Diego," "X-Mas leave, 1966," and "Basic training" (3 
leaves, n.d.); Letter (ALS Mar 10, 1995) witdrawing "San Diego"; Page proofs for 
three poems with the author's manuscript emendations (2 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 7:1-
2]] 

Meeropol, Michael (Mike).  (Staff Economist, Center for Popular Economics, Amherst, 
MA)  [Manuscript essay "'Red-diaper babies' in the New Left: 1961-1971: three 
autobiographical contributions from white, Jewish New Yorkers" (37 leaves, 
n.d.); Two page proofs with the author's manuscript emendations (34 leaves and 
17 leaves respectively, n.d.) [VNG 7:1-2]] 

Melvin, Ray.  (Spokane, WA)  [Letter (TLS June 23, 1994) transmitting manuscript 
poems "The wait" and "Earning the moon" (3 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 7:1-2]] 

Nguyen, Huy Thiep.  [Manuscript short story "Remembrance of the countryside" from 
Van nghe no. 41 (Oct 9, 1993) translated by Dana Sachs and Nguyen Van Khang 
(25 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 7:1-2]; Manuscript short story "Crossing the river" 
translated by Dana Sachs, Nguyen Nguyet Cam and Bac Hoai Tran (10 leaves; 
1994?) with related ALS from Dana Sachs and memo by Dan Duffy] 

Nguyen, Nguyet Cam  (see under Nguyen, Huy Thiep) 
Nguyen, Van Khang  (see under Nguyen, Huy Thiep) 
Nicosia, Gerald.  (Los Angeles, CA)  [Manuscript essay "The meaning of Winter Soldier" 

an excerpt from Home to war: a history of the Vietnam Veterans Movement (8 
leaves, n.d.) [not published?]] 

Palm, Edward F.  (Chair, Language Div., Glenville State College, Glenville, WV)  [Letter 
(TLS Jan 4, 1995) transmitting manuscript conference paper "The Vietnam that 
never was: The ugly American as intertextual influence on Going after Cacciato" 
(15 leaves, n.d.); Page proof of the article with the author's manuscript 
emendations (7 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 7:1-2]] 

Pearn, Victor.  (Boulder, CO)  [Letter (TLS Jan 28, 1994) sorry VNG rejected his poem 
"Middle aged veteran" (1 leaf, n.d.) and transmitting two more manuscript poems: 



"Semper fidelis," and "Nichols Park"; Page proof for "Semper fidelis" with the 
author's manuscript emendations (1 leaf, n.d.) [VNG 7:1-2]] 

Peters, Shawn Francis.  (American Studies Program, Univ. of Iowa, Iowa City, IA)  
[Letter (TLS Feb 22, 1994) transmitting manuscript essay "'Did you say the Mr. 
Dean Acheson is a pink?': the Walker case and the Cold War" (2 copies, 35 
leaves, n.d.) [VNG 6:3-4]] 

Pranke, Del.  (Pahoa, HI)  [Letter (TL, 1993?) transmitting manuscript short story 
"Situation report" (2650 words, 12 leaves, n.d.) with brief biography; Letter (TLS 
Oct 11, 1993) transmitting revised version of the story (2400 words, 12 leaves, 
n.d.); Letter (TLS Feb 28, 1994) granting permission to publish; Photocopy of 
SITREP no. 106 of the 9th Marines 16 April 1966 (10 leaves: map) and of the t.p. 
of U.S. Marines in Vietnam: an expanding war, 1966 by Jack Shulman (both 
sources cited in the story) [VNG 7:1-2]] 

Proschan, Frank.  [Memo (Oct 24, 1994 from Dan Duffy) giving the background of the 
author’s manuscript essay "Orphan lines and orphan songs: poetics and 
pragmatics of Kmhmu parallel verse" (20 leaves, 1993?) [not published]] 

Pultz, Constance.  (Charleston, SC)  [Four manuscript poems: "The way it was then," 
"Gun control," "My Lai," and "Riot" (4 leaves, rec'd June 10, 1994); Letter (TLS 
Mar 27, 1995) could not find any typos in page proofs, too poor to afford a 
subscription [VNG 6:3-4]] 

Reeve, David.  (Lafayette, IN)  [Letter (TLS Mar 16, 1993) transmitting manuscript 
poem "Signs" (1 leaf, n.d.) [VNG 7:1-2]] 

Rottmann, Larry.  [Manuscript short story "One night in January" (3 leaves, n.d.) and 
manuscript poem "To the mothers of America" (1 leaf, 1971) [not published?]] 

Sachs, Dana.  (see under Nguyen, Huy Thiep) 
Schultz, Christine Anne.  (Schenectady, NY)  [Letter (TL, 1995?) transmitting three 

manuscript poems: "A raven in Vietnam,"  "I have found that lie," and "Ox road" 
(3 leaves, n.d.); Corrected page proofs for the first two poems (2 leaves, n.d.) 
[VNG 7:1-2]] 

Scott, Charles.  (Oxford, OH)  [Manuscript poem "Dogs" (1 leaf, n.d.); Letter (TLS Mar 
17, 1995) thanks for accepting poem and returning corrected page proof (1 leaf, 
n.d.) [VNG 6:3-4]] 

Seed, David.  (Dept. of English Language and Literature, Univ. of Liverpool)  [Letter 
(TLS Oct 10, 1994) transmitting computer disc with article "Uncovering the 
deathwish: absurdism in Dr. Strangelove" (disc not present, printed text has 23 
leaves, n.d.); Letter (ALS Feb 27, 1995) article just accepted by another American 
periodical which had held it for a year; Fax (Mar 10, 1995) will publish in VNG 
instead; Page proofs of article with manuscript emendation (17 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 
6:3-4]] 

Shaw, John.  (Cranston, RI)  [Manuscript short story "Family" (8 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 6:3-
4]; Letter (TLS Jan 30, 1994) providing biographical information and thanks for 
accepting "Family" for publication] 

Sidoti, Francesca J. (Josepha).  (Albany, NY)  [Letter (TLS Nov 30, 1993) transmitting 
manuscript poem "The honeymooners" (1 leaf, n.d.) with biographical 
information; Letter (TLS Jan 12, 1994) resubmitting poem (1 leaf, n.d.); Page 
prrof with the author's manuscript emendations (1 leaf, n.d.) [VNG 7:1-2]] 



Simms, James Y.  (Prof. of History, Hampden-Sydney College, VA)  [Permission to 
publish "Viet Nam: twenty years later and no change" on 3x5 card (Aug 22, 1994) 
[VNG 6:3-4]] 

Stewart, Margaret.  (Dept. of English, Washburn Univ. of Topeka, KS)  [Letter (TLS Aug 
15, 1994) transmitting manuscript essay "Takes on nature: three U.S. perspectives 
from the Viet Nam war" (30 leaves, n.d.); Letter (ALS Feb 27, 1995) thanks for 
accepting article; Letter (ALS Mar 8, 1995) transmitting disc with article (not 
present) [VNG 6:3-4]]  

Sullivan, Jean C.  (Patchoque, NY)  [Letter (TLS Sept 28, 1994) transmitting manuscript 
poem "At home with the thousand-yard stare" (1 leaf, n.d.) [VNG 6:3-4]] 

Tal, Kali  (see under Goldfine, John; Williams, John W.) 
Ten Brink, Carole.  (Holland, MI)  [Letter (ALS Oct 3, 1993) transmitting manuscript 

poem "Evolutionary rag at the chapel turned disco" (1 leaf, n.d.) with biographical 
information; Letter (TLS Jan 15, 1995) transmitting page proof of poem (1 leaf, 
n.d.) [VNG 6:3-4]] 

Thompson, Edgar H.  (Emory, VA)  [Letter (TLS May 24, 1994) transmitting revised 
manuscript memoir "The nicest killer I ever met" (2 copies, 6 leaves ea., n.d., one 
with manuscript emendations and the other with corrected type); Letter (TLS Mar 
21, 1995) transmitting corrected page proofs (4 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 7:1-2]] 

Thorman, Carolyn.  (Berkeley Springs, WV)  [Letter (TLS, 1994?) transmitting 
manuscript short story "Fair game" (12 leaves, n.d.) with brief biographical 
information; Letter (ALS, 1995?) transmitting revised page proofs with 
manuscript emendations (7 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 7:1-2]] 

Viet Nam Generation 6:3-4  [Draft, ca. 222 leaves, n.d.] 
Viet Nam Generation 7:1-2  [Draft, ca. 194 leaves, n.d.] 
Viet Nam Generation Graphics, 6:3-4 and 7:1-2  [With letter (TLS Sept 21, 1994 from 

Julian Bond) inquiring about materials for a course and transmitting a photocopy 
of his Vietnam comic book (20 leaves, n.d.)] 

Wichers, Ronald J.  (Destin, FL)  [Letter (TLS Aug 4, 1994) transmitting manuscript 
short story "Sand" (11 leaves, n.d.) with critical note from Dan Duffy attached; 
Letter (TLS Oct 17, 1994) thanks for accepting story and transmitting computer 
disc (not present) [VNG 7:1-2]] 

Wickersham, Penelope.  (Lawrenceville, NJ)  [Manuscript short story "Journal of firsts: 
Cuba, 1969" (14 leaves, n.d.); Letter (TLS Oct 23, 1994) thanks for accepting 
story; Letter (ALS Apr 27, 1995) transmitting revised page proofs with 
manuscript emendations (8 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 7:1-2]] 

Williams, John W.  (Asst. Prof., Political Science, Principia College, Elsah, IL)  [Two 
manuscript essays "Race riot at 'LBJ'" (18 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 7:1-2] and  "Life on 
the edge of a war zone" (17 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 6:3-4]; Letter (TLS May 17, 1994 
from Kali Tal) accepting "Life on the edge" and requesting a 3.5" disc, with 
Williams reply in manuscript at the bottom] 

Williams, Theresa A.  (Bowling Green, OH)  [Letter (TLS Aug 8, 1994) transmitting 
manuscript poem "Maps of the heart" (3 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 6:3-4]] 

 



Willson, David A.  (Auburn, WA)  [Manuscript poem "The frogs are gone" (1 leaf, with 
mss note "written at Tan Son Nhut June 1967") [VNG 7:1-2]; Manuscript short 
story "I dream of Ho Chi Minh" (21 leaves, n.d.) marked "Don't use" in pen] 

Wilson, John.  (Madison Heights, MI)  [Letter (TLS June 20, 1994) transmitting four 
manuscript poems: "Memorial," "Being white," "Have you?," and "Deeper down" 
(4 leaves, n.d.) with brief biographical information [VNG 6:3-4]] 

Wolf, William A., Jr.  (Appleton, WI)  [Letter (TLS Feb 2, 1994) transmitting a revised 
manuscript poem "Enemies of the nation" (3 leaves, n.d.); Letter (TLS Feb 8, 
1994) transmitting a revised manuscript poem "Three framed photographs" (4 
leaves, n.d.) [VNG 7:1-2]] 

Worthy, Kim.  (Brooklyn, NY)  [Letter (TLS Sept 27, 1993) transmitting manuscript 
conference paper "Under the counter culture: subtexts of the 60s, the 80s, and the 
90s in Return of the Secaucus 7, The big chill, and Grand Canyon" (27 leaves, 
n.d.); Page proofs for the essay with the author's manuscript emendations (16 
leaves, n.d.) [VNG 7:1-2]; Letter (TLS July 25, 1994) transmitting manuscript 
essay "'Miss Saigon': the return of Alden (Pyle)" (9 leaves, n.d.); Page proofs for 
the essay with the author's manuscript emendations (5 leaves, n.d.) [VNG 6:3-4]] 

Zawinski, Andrena.  (Pittsburgh, PA)  [Manuscript poem "You get the picture, America" 
(2 leaves, n.d.) with brief biography attached [VNG 6:3-4]; Photocopy of letter 
(TL Dec 20, 1994 to Bill Henderson, Pushcart Press) concerning the nomination 
of some of Zawinski's work for a Pushcart Prize] 

 


